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Introduction to SIMS Collector 5.4: 

SIMS Collector 5.4 is an easy to use software package designed to assist bridge inspectors with completing and 
submitting inspection reports.  Inspectors are able to generate complete, standard reports which are concise and 
readily available on command.  With countless tools and enhancements available through the software, such as 
multiple picture uploads, the inspection reports will be more accurate, thorough, reliable, and readily available.  This 
software allows inspectors to start and even complete inspection reports while in the field using a laptop/tablet 
computer or on the other hand, use the application at their desk to review, revise, or submit the report for approval.  
Overall, the inspection process is streamlined, more efficient and very effective for all personnel responsible for 
inspecting and managing bridges. 

SIMS is composed of two primary parts.  The first of these is an inspection module, commonly referred to as 
“Collector”.  The second part is the Management module, which is referred to as the “Manager”.    

 

Requirements for SIMS Collector 5.4:   

 Screen resolution of at least 1024 x 768 (1280 x 960 is preferred). 
 A computer system with at least a 1 GHz processor with 1 GB of RAM for optimal performance. 
 Internet Explorer 7.0. 
 Adobe Acrobat Reader 6.0 or higher. 
 For the Laptop version you will need 10 Gigabytes of free disk space.  This is required for the application 

and basic data associated with the bridges.  Since the system will be storing all of the pictures and 
attachments related to the bridges, additional space may be required depending on the number of 
inspections and amount of pictures. 
 

SIMS Frequently Asked Questions:   

The Minnesota Department of Transportation has created a frequently asked question site to assist users with 
questions pertaining to the SIMS software.  This site provides valuable information on everything from computer 
requirements to approval processto training questions.  Users can find these FAQ’s using the link below.   
Additionally, any questions pertaining to SIMS can be directed to David Hedeen at 651-366-4528 or Jennifer Zink at 
651-366-4573. 

FAQs : http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/sims/faq.html  

  

mailto:david.hedeen@state.mn.us
mailto:jennifer.zink@state.mn.us
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How to Login to the SIMS Collector Website: 

1. To login to the SIMS Collector website open your internet browser and type https://mn.bridgeinspect.com/ .  

 

2. Once the login page has uploaded you may create an icon on your desktop (a shortcut to the Collector 
website) which will take you directly to the login page with one click.  To create a shortcut icon follow these 
steps. 
 

 Right click anywhere on the login page. 
 From the options listed, select “Create Shortcut” and then click “OK”. 

 
3. To enter into the SIMS Collector site, enter your “Username” and “Password” into the appropriate box and 

click “Login”.  If successful, this will take you to the Collector main page. 
  

 If for some reason there is an error with the entered username or password, a message will appear 
in red at the top-left hand corner saying “Username/password failed!”  If this happens, try it again to 
see if it was a typing error.  If not, contact Lisa Hartfiel at the MnDOT Bridge Office to see if the 
appropriate login credentials are being used. 
 

 Please note that if a user forgets their login information they must contact Lisa Hartfiel at the 
MnDOT Bridge Office to get the password reset. 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:simshelp.dot@state.mn.us
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/sims
mailto:lisa.hartfiel@state.mn.us
mailto:lisa.hartfiel@state.mn.us
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SIMS Collector Main Page: 

Once you successfully login to the website the user will be greeted by the Collector Main page.  The Main page is the 
central point for the website and is particularly important for navigating and searching purposes.  The Main page has 
several interactive features which allow a user to locate any inspection report within the system as well as begin, edit, 
and submit inspection reports.   Highlighted below are several important areas of the Main page. 

 

 The upper left hand corner contains the Minnesota DOT logo.  This is a navigation tool that will transfer the 
user back to the Main Page from any point in the software.   
 

 Directly below the seal is the navigation menu, which is comprised of 5 tabs; “Main”, “Administration”, 
“Views”, “GIS” and “Help”.  Each tab contains a list of sub tabs which will direct the user to a specific page 
within the software.   
 

 
 

 Below the navigation menu are the progress tabs.  These tabs are used to sort the inspection reports in the 
system by progress level and have been found to make the entire inspection process function in a more 
organized and efficient manner.  SIMS has four levels of progress; “In Progress”, “In Progress on a Laptop”, 
“Awaiting Approval” and “Recently Approved”.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Continued on Next Page 
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 The upper right hand corner contains the quick select and view asset group.  Both of these tools are used to 
assist in searching for specific assets or inspection reports.  The quick select allows you to search and 
retrieve any asset that exists in the software.  For this feature the user does not need to know the asset’s full 
name, rather any part of the name will suffice.  Begin typing the asset name or code into the box and a list of 
20 assets will appear using alphanumeric matching. The view assets group also allows for quick searching 
done through a tree search.  Each section will be discussed more thoroughly in throughout this manual. 
 

 
 

 
 The blue highlighted section is the inspection table view.  This area will display the inspection reports and 

the asset’s data for the progress tab which is opened.   

Inspection Table View: 

 

 

 

 

Continued 

Continued on Next Page 
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Column Name Information / Action Types Available 

Inspection Date 

 

This date is the date that the report was created.  (Note 
this can be different from the NBI 90 inspection date) 

Asset Code Unique code for each bridge.  This determines the order in 
which the bridges are shown in the summary tables as 
part of the district wide summary report.   If you notice that 
a structure has a code that is out of order request it be 
changed by the system administrator.  This code is 
typically the SI&A number for bridges. 

Asset Name This is the common name of the bridge. By clicking on the 
name the user can view details about the bridge, view 
reports for it or create a new report for the bridge. 

Primary Inspector 

 

Displays the name of the user who created the particular 
report. 

Asset Type This column describes the type of structure that the asset 
is: bridge, culvert, sign, or future type to be added. 

Report Type This column describes the report type for the specific 
asset whether it is routine, fracture critical, pinned 
assembly, etc. 

NBI 7:  Facility Carried by 
Structure 

Displays the name of the road carried by the bridge.  May 
be left blank depending on asset type. 

NBI 6A: Featured 
Intersected: Narrative 

This displays the name of the road intersected by the 
bridge.  May be left blank depending on asset type. 

Status An inspection report can be in various states (see 
separate section for full description).   The reports shown 
in this window will reflect the tab that was selected, In 
Progress, Submitted for Approval or Recently Approved: 
 
In Progress:  An inspection report has been started and is 
in progress but not completed. 

In Progress on a Laptop:  Inspection reports which have 
been started and/or are being worked on, but have not 

Continued 

Continued on Next Page 
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been synchronized. 

Submitted for Approval: The inspector has deemed the 
report to be complete but it has yet to be approved by the 
appropriate reviewer (this can be done by Sub-consultants 
who are working with a prime and submitting each 
individual reports to the prime and/or when prime is 
submitting the Preliminary Report) 

Recently Approved: Both the inspector and reviewer 
have deemed the report to be completed.  At this point no 
additional changes can be made to the report. Once the 
status has been placed in “Approved” no edits/changes 
are allowed. 

- Edit Icon Edit Icon: After an inspection report has been created, 
users may access their reports by clicking on this icon. 

 

- Action Icon The Action Column is a drop-down list that shows 
available options that can be done to the bridge inspection 
report.  Like the edit column the contents can vary based 
on the status of the latest inspection report.    The user 
clicks on the option desired for the action to occur.  The 
following are the common actions: 

View Report PDF: Allows the inspector to see the most 
recent version of the inspection report in PDF format.   If 
the report is in progress, the current editable report is 
shown. 

Submit Report for Review:  The inspector has deemed 
the report to be done but has yet to be approved by the 
appropriate reviewer. 

Delete Server Report:  Allows the inspector to delete a 
report that has yet to be approved.  All information entered 
in the report will be deleted and the inspector will be able 
to start a new report if desired. 

Undo Submit for Approval: The inspector can select 
this option to set the status back to In Progress. 
 

 

Continued 

Continued on Next Page 

Continued 
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Approve Report: Both the inspector and reviewer have 
deemed the report to be completed.  At this point no 
additional changes can be made to the report.  Once the 
status has been placed in “Approved”, no edit changes are 
allowed. 

Delete Server Report:  Allows the inspector to delete a 
report that has yet to be approved.  All information entered 
in the report will be deleted and the inspector will be able 
to start a new report if desired. 

View Change Report:  Allows the inspector or reviewer to 
view an output showing all changes made in the inspection 
report from the central database values. 
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Classic View: 

Users have the option of viewing assets in the software in a variety of ways.  One of the ways is the Classic View 
option, which allows users to filter and view a list of inspection reports on a single page.  This is useful because the 
filter will limit and list all sub-assets of the criteria entered.  This can make it easier for a user searching for a 
particular report.   

1. To open the classic view go to the ‘Views’ tab on the main navigation menu and select ‘Classic View’ from 
the drop down. 
 

2. This will open a classic view page and will allow the person to use the filter to find a report.  Choose a 
parent asset (i.e. Benton County) as well as a criterion from the two drop down boxes.  Proceed to type in 
the value into the open text box.  Then click the filter button.    
 

 Here is a screenshot of the Classic View main page with a filter entered: 
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How to Change Your Password: 

Each user will be assigned a username and password to log into the software.  Upon their initial login users may 
change their password by following the instructions below.  Additionally, users may change their password as they 
please following the same instructions.   

1. Login to the software and select the “Main” tab at the top-left corner of the main page.  Choose the option 
“Change Password” from the drop-down list. 
 

 Here is a screenshot displaying the change password page: 

 

2. The page will upload displaying the username.  Type the old password into the appropriate box and then 
type the new password and confirm it.  Then select “Change Password”.  The next time the user logs in they 
will use the new password to enter the Collector website.   
 

 Note:  Once the user has changed their password in the SIMS Collector, their password will 
automatically change for the Manager component as well.  Also the password will be 
updated on the laptop version upon synchronization.    
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How to Logout Securely: 

The software does have an auto logout feature after two hours; however, the user can manually logout of the system.  
There are two places in the software where users can logout securely.   The first is an option located under the 
“Main” tab and the second option is a logout link located on the right side of the page next to the username.  

 Here is a screenshot showing where the logout links are located on the Main Page: 
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How to Navigate Back to the Main Page: 

 There are three ways to return to the main page at any given point in the software:   

1. The simplest way is by clicking on the Minnesota DOT logo in the top left hand corner. 
2. The second way to return to the main page is by using the navigation menu.  Go to the ‘Main’ 

tab and then click on the option called ‘Main Page’.   
3. In order to return to the ‘Main’ page from an open inspection report click on the ‘Main Menu’ 

tab located on the right hand side. 
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Managing ‘My Account’: 

SIMS Collector 5.4 has a feature which tracks users of the system and allows them to make changes to their account 
information when needed.  The ‘My Account’ option located under the Main tab displays a variety of information 
pertaining to a user including; name, address, email address, phone numbers, organization, position, and years 
experienced.  This provides detailed profiles for every user of the software and helps manage certificates for each 
user in a common location. 

1. To make changes or to add new certifications to your account, go to the Main tab on the navigation bar.  
 

2.  Select ‘My Account’ from the list of options and edit where needed. 
 

3. Remember to click ‘Save’. 

 

 Below is a screenshot of the popup that will appear when adding a certificate to an account. 
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Inspection Schedule: 

InspectTech has integrated a fully functional calendar into the software with the purpose of promoting organization 
and efficiency among users.  The Inspection Schedule is found under the Main tab drop down list on the Main Page.  
This feature allows users to develop a calendar around the inspection cycle and even break down specific 
inspections, deadlines, and other tasks down to the hour.   The calendar may be viewed by day, week, month or 
timeline to give the user maximum control and visibility of their schedule.  To toggle between day, week, month or 
timeline use the buttons at the top left of the calendar.  Below is an example of a basic inspection schedule: 

 
1. To add an event to the inspection schedule double click inside the calendar on the correct date.  A new 

page will appear and you will be able to add a subject, description, and even choose a bridge from the filter 
at the bottom.  In order for the appointment to be added to the calendar you must select ‘Save’.  Below is a 
screenshot of the input page for the calendar where users will edit/add all information about the 
appointment. 
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How to Use the Quick Select: 

The Quick Select textbox is located at the top right hand corner of the main page.  Quick Select is designed to find 
any bridge in the software without filtering or drilling down. This is a time saving tool which is meant to be used when 
the users knows some piece of information about the bridge (i.e. name/code).  Quick Select uses alphanumeric text 
to return up to twenty bridges that match what has been entered into the Quick Select box.  The user doesn’t have to 
know the entire asset name; only part of the name will suffice.  Type in the information known and allow the Quick 
Select to return the assets that meet the criteria. 

1. Begin typing a portion of the asset’s name.  For this example suppose a user is searching for a bridge which 
has ‘123’ somewhere its name.  Type ‘123’ into the textbox and the first 20 assets which has that 
combination in their name will appear as shown.  Use the returned results to find the correct bridge. 
 

 This is what the “Quick Select” should look like: 

 

 

 The drop down box can be navigated by placing the mouse in the textbox and scrolling or using the 
arrows on your keyboard.  Users can add more information into the quick select at any time and it 
will automatically recalculate the query and return the results.   

 
 When the user locates the bridge from the returned results, they can click on it or hit the enter key 

to open the bridge detail page.  From here users may generate a new report or find a variety of 
information pertaining to the asset.  Notice the bridge selected in the drop down is highlighted in 
yellow.   
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How to Check Your Messages: 

Located on the top right hand side of the main page you will find a ‘Message’ section. This will tell you how many 
messages are new and will have the word (view) in parenthesis which enables the user to view their messages.   In 
order to view your messages click on the “view” link.  This will direct you to a page that has your “read” and “unread” 
messages.  Here is what the message section on the main page looks like.   

 

 

How to Navigate to BridgeInspect Manager: 

1.  There is a link that directly connects the Manager site and the Collector site.  Go to the navigation bar on the 
main page and click on the “Main” tab. 

2.  Choose “Main Manager” from the list of options and this will direct the user to the Manager Login page.   

 

 

 

 Note:  Users may be prompted to login to the Manager site as well. 
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View Asset Group: 

1. Directly below the ‘Quick Select’ is the ‘View Asset Group’ link.  The View Asset Group is used to view and 
locate any/all assets within a specific District, County, City, Township or other agency.  When selected this link 
will open a window which displays a list of all parent assets within the entire system.  When the user chooses 
a parent asset, a page will open containing a sorted list of assets found in that group.  From here the user may 
navigate through the page to see each asset and the status of its most recent report. 
 

 This is an example of the ‘View Asset Group’ link: 

 

2. Once the Asset Group page has loaded the user will be able to see the list of all the sub assets under that 
parent.  The user may scroll through the list to find a particular asset or use a filter to narrow the results.  It’s 
important to understand that there may be a large number of assets under some parent assets; therefore, the 
user may need to use the filter option to narrow the search to make finding a specific asset more efficiently.   
 

 The below screenshot is an example of the sub-assets page for District 3.   Notice how the page 
displays how many assets the district contains as well as divides them into the appropriate 
progress level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Continued on Next Page 
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 The next screenshot shows how the filter can narrow these results.  Suppose the user wanted to 
find all bridges in District 3 which intersect a river.  The user would choose the field in the first drop 
down then type in river.  Notice the results now display 135 total bridges.  From this point the user 
may sort the bridges, review past inspection reports, and/or open in progress inspection reports. 

 

  

 

Continued 
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How to Create an Inspection Report: 

 Located on the bottom of the Main page is a tree search section.   The tree search is one way to locate a bridge in 
the software and is important because it is also one way a user can start a new inspection report.  The other methods 
include quick select and the view asset group link.   

 Below is a screenshot of the tree search section. 

 

1. Expand the searching options by clicking on the plus symbol next to one of the parent types (i.e. State 
Bridges).  The tree search will then expand to list all parents which fall under the parent type (i.e. District 4). 
 

2. After the tree search is fully expanded double click on a bridge to upload its information and to create a new 
inspection report.  Once selected, the asset will become highlighted in the tree search and its data will 
appear in the blank area in the previous screen shot.  The data will contain the bridge’s information as well 
as a ‘Report Details’ section showing all past and in progress reports.   
 

3. Click the “Create Report: button on the right hand side of the screen to begin a new report for that bridge.  
Choose the report type. The report will generate and take the user to the inspection input forms.    
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How to Edit a Report: 

The Collector main page contains every report that a user has the authority to access.  This includes reports that are 
in progress, reports awaiting approval and reports recently approved.  The user has the ability to go back into a 
report and edit the information at any point in time before the report gets approved.  Once the report is approved, it is 
a final, legal document for that point in time.   

1. To edit a report start by selecting the status tab of the report, for example the ‘Awaiting Approval’ tab.  This 
will display all reports which are waiting to be reviewed and approved.   
 

2. Next, locate the report that needs editing from the list and click on the “report/pencil” icon on the right hand 
side of the screen.  This will open the report and allow the user to make the necessary changes.  Here is 
what the icon looks like:   
 

 
 Note:  The user can sort through all the reports quickly by selecting one of the column 

headers.  This orders all the reports based on that column’s data.  Clicking the header again 
will resort the column in the opposite direction (ascending vs. descending).  When the tab is 
opened the reports are automatically ordered by inspection date. 
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Entering Data into a Report: 

When a new report is generated the central database values will automatically fill the report.  The central database 
values are the most current information on the bridge.  Usually this data comes from the previous inspection report.  
All of the data which is generated via the central database values is highlighted in yellow.  When you change any 
central database values in the report, the text box will change from yellow to white showing that a change has been 
made.  This clearly shows where changes occurred on the asset from the last inspection and helps identify any 
existing trends. 

There are four major sections to each report: (1) primary tabs, (2) sub-tabs, (3) right hand sidebar and (4) the main 
entry window.  The main entry window is where the data will be entered into each form.  The main entry window is 
highlighted in the below screenshot. 

 

 

Basic Usage 
Each field on a form can be activated and edited, (or checked if a check box is available), by selecting the field with 
your mouse.   Whenever a field is selected, the right-hand side bar will display information about that particular field 
(refer to page 22 for more info).  If the field has any options available, such as a drop-down select list, it will also be 
displayed when the field is selected.  Data can be typed directly into the field on the entry screen OR if a drop down 
list is available, an option can be selected and the field will automatically be updated with the selected choices.  To 
move to the next field the user can use the ‘Tab’ button on the keyboard or the mouse.  The software automatically 
saves the changes when the user moves on to the next field.  To move to the next form use the primary and sub-tabs 
across the top of the page. 
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How to Navigate Through the Report Forms: 

To navigate through the report forms use the primary tabs across the top of the page.   Each primary tab has 
numerous sub-tabs which become visible when the primary tab is selected. The opened tab will be highlighted in 
yellow to show that it is active.  When a sub tab is selected it will also become highlighted and will open that form in 
the report.  Once the form is opened the user will be able to add or edit the necessary data into the textboxes in the 
form.   

 
 Here is a screenshot displaying the primary tabs and sub-tabs for a bridge inspection report.  

Notice the tabs are highlighted in yellow, showing they are activated. 

 

1. To begin navigating through each form, place your mouse on the field and click.  In order to move to the 
next field simply hit the “Tab” key on your keyboard or use your mouse to click inside the next field.  You 
may use the tab key to navigate through the entire form.  
 

2. Use the mouse to click the next sub-tab and move to another form.  If there are no more sub-tabs move 
onto the next primary tab. 
 

 Note:  There is no “Save” button when entering or editing information within a report.  The 
information is saved immediately when the user moves to the next field.  
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The Right-Hand Side Bar: 

The “Right-Hand Side Bar” is a designated area on each form which displays information that is associated with the 
selected field.  When a field is selected in a report the right hand side bar becomes occupied.  The sidebar opens to 
show the details about the field, as well as provides the user with the ability to view any pictures, manuals, central 
database values, field history, all field history, and/or other forms where that field appears on.  To view or to add 
information to one of these sections click on the blue labeled area in the sidebar and the section will expand.  The 
screenshot is displaying the right-hand side bar within the software and the table describes what each side bar tab 
entails. 

 

  

Field Name The field name is typically shown on the top of the sidebar and  is 
surrounded by a black box. 

Details This is the first section of the sidebar and this will show any/all 
choices associated with the field (i.e. condition ratings).  The user 
may click on any of these choices and the field will automaitcally 
update with the selected choice.  Also, the details section will display 
the textbox for text fields and allows the user to type directly into the 
box.   

Pictures/Files The pictures/files tab allows the user to attach pictures or other files 
directly to the field giving reviewers and managers a quick reference 
to identify relevant problems.  There is no liimit to the amount of 
pictures which can be linked to a single field; however, the picture/file 
must already be attached to the report before it can be linked to a 
specific field. 

Manuals The manuals tab is very useful to inspectors as it will display 
appropriate manual pages that are related to the field (i.e. manual 
pages that explain how to rate certain conditions).  This tab eliminates 
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the need for inspectors to carry along with them the manual books 
which can get quite heavy and be a pain to search through.  The user 
can double click on the manual page and a new internet browser will 
open and display to the user. 

Field History This is a running log of all changes made from inspection to 
inspection.  

Other Forms This section shows all other forms in which the field is located. 

 

 Here is a screenshot of a typical manual page generated from the right hand sidebar. 
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How to View Report PDF, Submit Report for Review, Delete Server Report and/or 
View Change Report: 

In order to view, submit or delete a report you must first select the status of the report.  All of these actions are 
associated with the “In Progress” reports.  The user will also be able to view a PDF report in all other stages as well. 

1. Find the correct report and click on the “Hammer/Wrench” icon that is on the right hand side.  When 
selected the entire row will become highlighted in the inspection table and a small window will appear which 
allows the user to select the appropriate action.  (See screenshot below). 

 
  

2. Now choose one of the actions by clicking the bullet next to it.  Once it’s selected the software will 
immediately execute the command or ask the user if they are sure this is the action they want to perform. 
 

3. If the user selects the “View Report PDF” option, a pop-up will appear allowing them to generate the entire 
output report or choose which individual sections to view.  This page also permits the user to set the 
specifics about how the report will be viewed.  For example, users may put the pages in any order they 
want, exclude certain sections, view individual sections apart from the entire report, select a cover page, 
add sections/attachments or view the entire PDF.   
 

 The next page contains an example of what the “View Report PDF” action will look like.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Continued on Next Page 
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4. “Submit Report for Review” will move the current report in progress to the “Awaiting Approval tab, where it 
will stay until it gets approved by the reviewer or sent back for further inspection/review.  Upon submitting 
the report, users will choose the person from a dropdown to whom the report will go.  Additionally, they will 
be able to enter comments in order to provide any details that may be important.  Users must either select 
‘Submit Report for Review’ or ‘Close’ to continue. 

 

 
5. Clicking on the “Delete Sever Report” action will delete the report from the server.  It will not delete the asset 

entirely or previous reports for that asset, only that specific report.  When a user selects this option a pop up 
will appear: “The inspection report will be deleted.  Click OK to continue”.  This will ensure only the reports 
that are meant to be deleted are the ones actually get deleted. 
 

 Note:  If a user deletes a server report by mistake they can have the report restored by 
contacting  simshelp.dot@state.mn.us . 

Continued 

Continued on Next Page 
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6. The ‘View Change Report’ will generate an output showing the user all changes made in the inspection 

report.  This identifies all the changes from three categories: 
a. Fields that were updated only in the report 
b. Fields that were updated in the report and in central database values 
c. Fields that were updated only in central database values 

 
 Here is a screenshot of a ‘View Change Report’: 
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How to Approve a Final Report, Stop the Review Process, Submit Report for Review, 
View the Audit Report and/or View Change Report: 

1. In order to “Approve a Final Report”, “Submit Report for Review”, “Stop the Review Process”, “View the 
Audit Report” or to “View the Change Report”, begin by selecting the “Awaiting Approval” tab at the top of 
the main page.  Note:  There are also other options given such as “Delete Server Report” and “View Report 
PDF”. 
 

2. Then locate the correct report and click on the “Hammer/Wrench” icon to the right of the report.  The list of 
options will be made available in a pop-up and the asset will become highlighted. 
 

 Here is a screenshot showing the options available under the “Awaiting Approval” tab. 

 

 
3. The “Stop Review Process” moves the report out of the approval process and places it back into the “In 

Progress” tab.  This is executed immediately after the command is selected; it will not ask the user for a 
confirmation.  It is very easy to resubmit a report for approval, just follow the steps from the previous 
section. 
 

4. When a user selects “Approve Final Report” the report becomes finalized and cannot be edited unless a 
manager selects an “Undo Approval” at a later time.  This will instantly move the report into the “Recently 
Approved” tab. 
  

5. If a user selects “Submit Report for Review” they are passing the report along to another person before the 
report can be approved.  This is used in cases where the report has to be reviewed by multiple parties 
before a finalized report is generated and stored.   
 

6. Finally, the “View Audit Report” will show the user all the changes that were made to the report and the 
“Change Report” will show changes to that specific report since the last report was approved. 
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Conflict Resolution between Report Values and Central Database Values: 

When there is a conflict between values in a report and a bridge’s central database values (i.e. different deck 
ratings), the software will automatically transfer users to a conflict resolution screen before the report can be 
approved.  This feature is to ensure the right values are used in the report as well as stored in the database.  The 
conflict resolution screen will highlight the conflicts as well as allow the user to choose the correct value.  Once 
solved the user may approve the report by clicking the “Approve Report” button at the top of the page. 

 Below is a screenshot of the conflict resolution screen.  Notice how the conflicts are separated into 
two categories: “Fields that were updated in the report and in the central database values” and 
“Fields that were updated only in the central database values”.  Note:  This is an example 
created for the purpose of this manual…the actual screen may be a little different. 

 

From this point, users can adjust the values all at once or by going through each individual conflict.  For example, 
users may choose to either use “the central database” or “the report” in the drop down box at the top of the page. 
This will automatically solve all the conflicts by pulling the correct value from either the report or the central database 
values.  Going through each conflict individually will allow the user to choose different values in different conflicts (i.e. 
in one conflict they may use the report value and in another conflict the user may use the central database value).    

 Here is another screenshot showing how a user may solve the conflict one at a time: 
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How to Use the Filter Function: 

The “Filter” is a very common method for locating an asset in the software.  Filtering is ideal for users who know only 
certain pieces of information about an asset (i.e. part of a bridge’s name).  Users can type what they know into the 
filter and go through the narrowed results to find the correct asset.  The filter function is located on the bottom of the 
main page and is shown in a screenshot below. 

1. Begin by selecting the drop down arrow next to the “Filter Assets” button.  There will be five filtering options 
which the user may choose; asset code, asset name, asset type, NBI 6A: Feature Intersected, and NBI 7: 
Facility Carried by Structure.  Users may filter using any one of these options.  
 

2. After the filter criteria is selected, move to the next text box and type in the information about the asset 
which relates to the criteria (i.e. asset name = 205).  The user only has to know some of the information for 
this box.  For example, suppose part of the bridge number contains the “205” in it.  The user may type that 
into the textbox and the filter will only return bridges with “205” in their name.  After entering in the 
parameters click on the box labeled “Filter” to execute the command.  The tree search on the left will then 
condense to show “All Assets”.  Click on the plus sign next to it and the tree search will expand to show any 
state districts, counties, townships, cities, and others which contain bridges which meet the criteria.  Next 
click on the plus symbol next to the correct parent asset (i.e. State Bridges and District 7).   
 

3. Finally, the tree will expand to show all bridges in the selected district which have an asset code containing 
“205”.  Click on the bridge name to open its Detail Page.  The bridge will become highlighted in the tree and 
its information will appear in the open area to the right of the searching area.  
 

 Note:  This is another way to create an inspection report in the software.   
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How to do an AND/OR Filter: 

Users may construct even more detailed filters in the software.  Begin the same way as if doing a basic filter, but after 
the user has entered the information for the first parameter click on the small box directly below to add another 
parameter.  This will provide two options, “And” or “Or”.  The “And” filter will look for the asset that contains both the 
first and second parameters.  If the “Or” option is chosen, the filter will bring back the assets which contain either the 
first or the second parameters entered.  The “And” option conducts a narrower search because the asset has to meet 
both of the criteria in order to pass through the filter.   

1. Type in the other parameter after you select either the “And” or “Or” option. 
 

 Note: The user does not have to stop after entering the second parameter (this will be 
covered in the next section of this manual).  The filter can have up to three parameters 
entered. 
 

2.  Once all the parameters are set click the “Filter” button to execute the filter and return the results. 
 

 Here is a screenshot displaying this process.  For this example we are searching for a bridge which 
contains “300” OR “301” in its asset name.  We know that the asset name contains one of these 
two numbers. The filter in this case narrowed our search and saved much useful time of scrolling 
through each name until we found the correct asset.   
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How to do a Multiple AND/OR Filter: 

The multiple “And/or” filter allows users to conduct a search with three criteria entered.  This provides an even more 
in depth search of the asset set.  For instance, suppose a user needed to find all state bridges in the system which 
have a bridge number containing “300” or “301” and intersects a feature containing “creek”. The user could run a 
multiple and/or filter to find those bridges. 

1. Enter the criteria just like in the previous step. Click the “Filter” button to execute the command.  Notice 
the filter’s criterion is displayed so users may review the filter in one statement. 
 

 The below screenshot is an example of a multiple criteria filter: 

 

 Note:  There is no defined way to enter criteria into the filter.  Users may use any 
combination of “And/”Or” filters when searching for a particular asset. 
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How to Attach a Single Picture/File to a Report:  

SIMS Collector allows users to upload and organize photos, sketches, videos, and other files in order to create a 
more descriptive and accurate report.  In order to attach a picture/file to an inspection report the user must open the 
report for that asset.   

 Note:  In order to link a picture to a specific field the picture must already be attached to the 
report.  (For instructions to link a photo to a field please refer to page 36).   

 1.   Once the report is open, click on the ‘”Inspection Files” tab and choose the sub-tab labeled “Add New 
Photos/Files”.  There are two choices available for attaching pictures; “Attach File/Picture” which is the 
default setting for attaching photos and “Attach Multiple Files/Pictures” which enables the user to upload 
numerous pictures at one time.  Attaching multiple pictures/files will be covered in the next section of this 
manual.  Here is a screenshot of this page.  

 
2. Select the button labeled “Browse” to choose the photo/file to add to the report.  This will open a window to 

locate the photos/files which are saved on your computer or memory card.  Find the location of the file and 
click on it.  To make it easier to find the pictures you want to add, InspectTech recommends clicking on the 
“Views” button..  Choose the thumbnail icon option so the pictures are visible and you can attach the proper 
photo.  Click on the photo to select and choose open. 
 

3. Next, move to the textbox labeled “Type” and select the type of file you are adding.  If you are attaching a photo, 
the picture must be in either .jpg or .gif format.  Then type in the date of the picture/file (optional).  Users may 
also type in a description of the photo/file or click on the checkbox that says “Set description to file name on 
Attach”.  This will enable the software to change the picture’s file name to the description already designated in 
your computer upon attachment.  Click “Attach” to attach the picture/file to the report. 

 

 Continued on Next Page 
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 The above screenshot is of the picture window where the user can change the view to see the 

picture more clearly to ensure the correct photo is attached. 
 

4. Finally, scroll down to the photo/file section to verify if the photo/file has uploaded successfully.   

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Continued 
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Attaching Multiple Files/Pictures to a Report: 
 
SIMS Collector provides users with the ability to attach multiple pictures/files to a report at one time.  This is the 
fastest and most efficient way to attach all needed pictures to a report.  Instead of attaching each picture one by one, 
the user can select all the pictures from the inspection needed and attach them all at once. 
 

1. Begin by going to the “Inspection Files” sub tab of an open inspection report.  Select the white tab at the top 
called “Attach Multiple Files/Pictures”.   

 
 Note:  In order to attach multiple photos to a report the user must have Image Uploader 

ActiveX installed on their computer.  This application only needs to be installed once.  
The first time the software is used it may automatically prompt the user to install Image 
Uploader ActiveX.  If not, simply go to the main “Help” menu and select “Help with 
Multiple Photo Upload Install”.  

 
 2.  The user may go through and select the pictures one by one or they can click the “Select All” button at the top 

of the page.  When the photo is selected there will be a checkmark in the upper left hand corner of the picture 
to show that it has been selected and will be attached to the report.   

 
 Here is a screenshot of how to perform the multiple picture upload. 

 

 

 

 

 
Continued on Next Page 
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3.  Users are able to rotate the picture, preview it, or add descriptions/captions to each photo before uploading it.  
Clicking on any of the three icons when selected will allow the user to perform these tasks.   To edit the 
description of the photo, click on the identified icon and a textbox will open allowing the user can enter the 
description or click on the checkbox that says “Set description to file name on Attach”.  This will enable the 
software to change the picture’s file name to the description already designated in your computer upon 
attachment.  Once the description is added, click on the “Save” button to continue.  This will create a 
description of the photo when it is attached to the report.  Here is a screenshot showing how to edit/add a 
description. 

 

 Note:  The checkbox to the right of the pictures (in the open white area) will enable the 
software to change the picture’s file name to the description already designated in your 
computer upon attachment.   

4.   After the user chooses the photos/files they want to attach to the report and have added the descriptions, 
click on the “Attach” button.  Then go back to the “Pictures/Files” sub tab and verify all the photos/files have 
been attached properly to the report. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Continued 
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How to Link a Photo to a Specific Field: 

To link a picture to a specific field, the photo must already be attached to the report.  This process is described in the 
previous section.  The process of linking a photo to a field is done by using the right hand sidebar located on each 
inspection form and is displayed in the screenshot.  A user may link an unlimited amount of photos to one field.  

 1.  Start by opening a particular form and selecting the field.  This will cause the right hand side bar to open and 
populate with that field’s information.  Included in the right hand side bar is a tab called “Pictures/Files”.  Click 
on it and the area will expand.  There will be a message saying, “There are no pictures linked to this field” or 
there will be pictures visible which were previously linked.  Click on the “Select New Picture/File” button and 
choose a picture (from the ones that were attached to the report) to be linked to the field.   

 
 Here is a screenshot showing how to attach a photo to a specific field: 

 

 

2. A window will appear displaying all pictures which were attached to the report.  Go through and select the 
picture/pictures you want to attach to the field by clicking in the checkbox next to the picture.  If there are 
many photos/files, type a word in the description text box that describes the photo (i.e. bearing) and click the 
filter button.  This will only show those photos/files with the description word in it.  After the picture/pictures 
are selected, click on the “Attach Files” button to link them to the field.  From this point forward whenever 
that field is selected, the picture or pictures attached will appear in the right hand sidebar.   
 

 The next page contains an example of the right hand side bar for the same field whenever there is 
a picture attached. 

 
 

 

 Continued on Next Page 
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 In order to remove the photo simply click on the trash can icon right above the photo. 
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How to Set a Picture as a Cover Photo and/or Include a File in the Printed Report:  

1.  To set a picture as the cover photo and to include it in the printed report, begin by clicking on the “Inspection 
Files” tab and then the “Add New Photos/Files” sub-tab.  This will open the page containing all the 
photos/files that are attached to the report. 

2.   Each photo attached to the report will have two choices.  One is to include it in the printed report and the 
second choice is set it as cover photo.  Neither options is required, but can be used to enhance the quality of 
the report and provide more information about the asset.  The user can select and deselect the options by 
using the checkboxes which are located underneath each picture.   

 Note:  Only one photo can be set as the cover photo at a time, while every photo can be 
include in the printed report.  The default setting automatically includes every file attached 
in the printed report.   
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How to Change the Photo Ordering in a Report: 

1.  When editing an inspection report, the user has the ability to change the ordering of the attached photos.  To 
do so, start by opening the “Inspection Files” tab and e the “Add New Photos/Files” sub-tab.  This will open 
the page containing all the pictures attached to the report.  Photo ordering is relevant because the order the 
photos are in the software will be the order in which they appear in the generated report.  

2.   As shown in the screenshot, above each photo there is a small white box with a number inside.  This is the 
order in which the photos were attached to the report.  The user can change the order of the pictures by 
simply typing into the box the number which they want the photo to appear.  After entering the number the 
user must click the “Change Photo Ordering” button for the changes to take effect.  The software will 
automatically adjust every picture and place them in the correct order.   

 Suppose a user wanted Photo 5 to be the first photo in the report.  They would change the number 
5 to a number 1 and click the “Change Photo Ordering” button.  The software will immediately 
execute the command and picture 5 will move to the first position, and Photo1 will have moved to 
the 2nd position, and so on and so forth.   
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Photo Viewer: 

InspectTech’s Photo Viewer provides users with a new method to examine inspection photos and pictures attached 
to bridges more thoroughly.  The Photo Viewer is a link which opens a window containing all pictures enlarged for 
viewing purposes.  This link can be found in the pictures/files tab in an inspection report as well as the Pictures/Files 
section of the Asset Detail Page of the Manager component of the software.   

1. The user must have an inspection report open to open the Photo Viewer page.  Go to the “Inspection Files” 
tab and then the “Add New Photos/Files” sub-tab.  Scroll down to the photos attached to the report and click 
on the link labeled “Photo Viewer”.  Shown in the screenshot below.  

 

2. This link will open a window which displays all pictures attached to the report or to the bridge (Manager 
Component).  From here the user can scroll through the list of photos to get a closer look using their mouse 
or the “Previous / Next” buttons at the bottom of the window.  The selected picture is highlighted in blue on 
the left hand side.  Each picture contains a description, date and file name.  Below is a screenshot of the 
window displaying the “Photo Viewer”. 
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File List: 

The file list link can be found right next to the “Photo Viewer” link on the pictures page.  The file list is another way to 
identify all files attached to a report without having to look through each picture/file.  Instead, the user can select this 
link and a list of all files will appear with their name, any descriptions and the original order in which they were 
uploaded.  Additionally, this link allows users to re-order the files and save the new list.  Below is a screenshot of the 
File List window which appears after selecting the link. 
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How to Edit which Tabs Appear in a Report: 

1.   First select and open the inspection report.  Then click on the “Tabs” tab.  This will open a page containing all 
available tabs associated with the particular asset’s inspection report.  The sub-tabs are grouped according 
to the main tabs they fall under.  If the sub-tab is included in the report, then there will be a checkmark next to 
that sub-tab’s name.  

 Note:  The default setting is to include every sub-tab in the report.  Different asset types and 
inspection types will have different sub-tabs included. 

2.  To exclude a particular sub-tab from a report just uncheck the box next to the sub-tab’s name. 

 Here is an example what the “Tabs” tab should look like for.  The screenshot is displaying only a 
few of the many sub-tabs.  Notice how the sub-tabs are grouped according to the main tab they fall 
under.   
 

3. Once a sub-tab is unchecked, it will remain “hidden” the next time a new report is created.  Sub-tabs can be 
unhidden at any time by re-checking the checkbox under the Tabs tab. 
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How to Manage the Report Sections of a Report: 
 
 1.  Before a user can edit the sections of the report they must first choose which report these changes will affect.  

To begin, click the “Edit Report” icon for the correct inspection report.   

2.  Click on the “Print Report” tab.  This will open a page containing all report sections associated with that report 
and will allow the user to manage what the report will look like when it’s printed and what sections will be 
included / excluded in the final report. 

3.  This page will show all the report sections along with many options; such as “Add Sections/PDF 
Attachments”, “View PDF”, “Remove Section”, “Order”, “Section Name”, “View”, “Print”, “Include in Table of 
Contents”, “Insert Cover Page Before Section”, and “Save Order Changes”.  Here is an example of what the 
“Print Report” sub-tab should look like. 

 

4.  From this point there are several options available.  One, the user can view each report section individually by 
selecting the “”View” link next to each section’s name.  The user can view the entire report in PDF format by 
clicking on the “View PDF” button.  By checking a box, the user can include or exclude a section from the 
entire report, from printing, and/or from the table of contents.  Also, the users are able to re-order the 
sections.  Just change the section number to a different order by clicking in the box and typing in the number, 
the rest will adjust accordingly.  Remember to click “Save Order Changes” for the change to take effect.   

5.  If the user wishes to exclude a particular report section click on the checkbox next to the section under the 
“Remove Section” column.  This will exclude this section from the report.  

 Note:  To add the section back into the report follow step number 7.  

6.   If a standard report section has been previously excluded from the report it can be added back quite easily.  
Click on the “Add Sections/PDF Attachment” button and open the “Add Report Section” by clicking the 
expand button.  This will display all standard sections which are not included in the report.  Select the ones to 
add again and click “Update”.  Now close out of the window and the sections will be added back into the 
report.   

 Note:  When the section is included again it will be at the bottom of the report, so you may 
want to reorder the sections to the correct order.  Below is a screenshot of this process. 

Continued on Next Page 
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7.   To add a PDF attachment, or custom sections added to any of the previous asset reports, to the report click 
on the “Add Sections/PDF Attachment” button and find the PDF file by using the “Browse” button.  Click 
“Upload” and the attachment will be added to the report.   

 

 

 Note:  Name the new attachment by using the name textbox.  Also the default settings for 
the new attachment are (Print, Show Page Number, and Included in TOC).  However, these 
settings can be changed using the checkboxes when the file is uploaded. 
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How to View the Inspection Report Information: 

Located under the “Enter Inspection” main tab is the “Inspection Info” sub tab which provides users with all necessary 
and pertinent information pertaining to the inspection and generation of the report.  The information included on this 
form contains items such as the creation date, inspection date, the type of inspection, the owner of the asset, 
available users, assigned users, supplementary inspection information, and report history.  This tab provides an 
easy, convenient way for all levels of management to view the inspection information. 

 Here are two screenshots displaying different sections of the “Inspection Info” sub-tab.   
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Inspection General Notes: 

SIMS Collector has a general notes tab in which users may take any general notes about the inspection, the 
condition of the bridge, or any other relevant information which may help in future inspections.  When the tab is 
selected the user will be met with a rich text document, which functions just like a Word document.  There is no limit 
to the amount of the text which can be entered.  Here is an example of the general notes section for a report. 
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How to View the NBI Calculations from an Inspection Report: 

 1.  To view the National Bridge Inventory calculations start by clicking on the edit report icon for the correct 
asset.  Then open the “SI&A” tab and choose the “NBI Calcs” sub-tab.   

2.  A new page will generate and all the NBI calculations are given.  Notice that there are three NBI fields along 
with their values at the top of the page.  These are fields that are directly linked from the forms and are used 
to calculate the sufficiency ratings and determine the classification of the asset.   

 The screenshot below makes up only a portion of the “NBI Calcs” sub-tab.  It displays the 
calculations portions which calculate the Sufficiency Rating and the Structural and Functional 
Classification as well as part of how the ratings were calculated.  There are other sections part of 
the NBI Calcs tab which are not displayed in this manual. 

 

  Important Note:  Official values are only obtained via FHWA from the annual submission. 
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How to View Past Inspection Reports:   

The SIMS Collector software keeps all historical reports and data within its database as far back as permitting.  
These past reports are useful in multiple ways and are a valuable source of information to asset owners.  The 
software allows the inspector to use the last inspection report data to pre-populate many of the reporting fields when 
starting a new inspection report.  Where applicable, all fields are filled in and highlighted yellow.   When the field is 
edited the color changes to white, providing a visual representation that something has changed from the last 
inspection.  This not only saves time by not having to type in repetitive data from year to year, but it also points out 
the changes from the previous inspection report and helps spot any trends occurring. 

 
1.  To view a past inspection report begin by going to the Main page of the software and use one of the search 

functions (quick select, tree search, or filter) to locate the desired asset. 
 
2.   Once located, open the bridge detail page by clicking on the asset’s name.  Scroll down to the “Report 

Details” section and find the “Approved Reports” heading.  Under the “Approved Reports” you will see a 
hammer/wrench symbol (tools icon), click on it and select the “View Report PDF” or “View Report Form View” 
action to view that particular report. 

 
 This is an example of what the screen should look like.  Click the radio button next to one of the 

options and a window will open which allows the user to choose how to view the PDF report.  The 
“View Report PDF” option will open a PDF of the approved report, whereas the “View Report Form 
View” option will open the report as if it were an in progress inspection report, but it’s not editable. 
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3.  If a user selects the “Report PDF” option they will be met with a window such as the one below which allows 
the user to control how to view the report.  For instance, suppose a user wanted to view only the SI&A data 
for the report in 2010, they can choose the report section that has that data in it and view/ print that particular 
section.  As shown in the screenshot, there are numerous ways to manipulate the PDF to get the information 
desired including; exclude sections, re-order the sections, edit section name, view one section at a time, 
print, manage what sections are in the table of contents, and insert cover page before section. 

 

4.  After the PDF viewing preferences are selected, click on the “View PDF” button at the top and find the 
information being sought. 

 Note:  Past inspection reports prior to the SIMS software implementation can be scanned in 
and uploaded to the Manager site.  These past reports are accessible via the Manager 
component.   
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How to Edit a Photo Using InspectTech’s Image Editor: 

The image editor is a creative tool that allows inspection photos to be enhanced and more beneficial to the inspection 
report.  Inspectors have the ability to edit the photos attached to their inspection reports right in the software.  Users 
can crop images, add lines/circles/boxes around important details, write descriptions directly on the picture, and 
many more capabilities which adds to the usefulness and visibility of the photo.   

1.  To begin, locate the desired bridge and its inspection report then click on the “Edit Report” icon.  When the 
report is generated, click on the “Inspection Files” sub tab. 

2.  Now, the user will be able to see all the photos attached to the inspection report.  Find the picture to be edited 
or attach a new photo.  Click on the “Edit Image” icon located underneath the picture.  It is highlighted in the 
screenshot below.   

  

3. Clicking on the highlighted icon in the screenshot will take you directly to the “Image Editor”.  The picture will 
automatically upload into the editor and be placed on a canvas.  From this point, the user can begin editing 
or adding graphics to the photo. 
 

 Here is a screenshot of the “Image Editor” when it is first opened.  There are five main buttons 
across the top which are outlined in red in the screenshot.  These options are “Edit”, “View”, 
“Modify”, “Pages” and “Full Screen”.  The “Edit” option allows users to perform basic functions such 
as; Undo, Redo, Cut, Paste, Copy, and Delete.  The “View” option allows users to add a grid to the 
canvas or gives them access to an additional toolbox.  “Modifying” an image permits the user to 
change specific characteristics of the picture, such as; its contrast and brightness.  The “Modify” 
button also enables the user to crop the image to the appropriate size or to eliminate unwanted  
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objects/background in the photo.  Finally, the “Modify” button has a reset modifications button in 
case you make changes to the modifications that are unwanted.  The “Full Screen” button takes 
the user to an enlarged version of the screen.  This is so the user can see the picture better and 
make provisions with greater accuracy. 

 

4.  To begin editing select one of the tool options on the left hand side of the screen (section highlighted in blue) 
or select ”Edit”, View”, or “Modify”.  To see which tools are which, the user can place the mouse over the icon 
and the name will appear. The tools allow users to add boxes, circles, lines, text, and hand drawings to the 
picture in the form of layers.  These layers are controlled on by the two sections on the right hand side of the 
screen (highlighted in yellow): “Layer Properties” and “Layer Templates”.   

5. Suppose a user wanted to add a box around an important portion of a bridge and also add some text 
describing what the box was displaying.  When the user adds these two features to the photo, they become 
their own layer and are shown in the “Layers” section.  When a layer is selected its properties are visible in 
the “Layer Properties” section.  A user can edit those properties in this section which will change the way the 
object is viewed in the photo. 
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 Here is a screenshot showing the layers and their properties.  Notice how the text layer is 
highlighted and how the text layer properties are shown in the “Layer Properties” section.  If you 
wanted to see the layer properties for the box all you would have to do is click on the “Rectangle” 
layer in the “Layers” section. 

6.  Suppose the user wanted to move the text closer to the rectangle, they could go into the “properties” section 
and adjust the “X”; “Y” coordinates by using the up and down arrows.  If they did not want the text in the 
photo anymore all they would have to do is select the text layer and click the delete button.  Users can also 
hide a layer by clicking on the little “eye” icon in the “Layers” section.  This will toggle the layer on and off, 
giving the user the ability to focus on one layer at a time.   

 There is another way to move a text layer.  The “arrow” icon, right above the picture, will allow you 
to grab a layer and move it anywhere on the canvas.  This is quicker than using the “X”, “Y” 
coordinates.   

7.   Once a user is done making modifications and editing the photo, they have 2 options, “Save Image” or “Exit 
without saving”.  If the user saves the image it will take them back to the “Pics/Files” page.  The new image 
will not be visible until the user clicks on the green refresh button underneath the image.  If the user selects 
“Exit without saving” it will also take them back to the “Pics/Files” page, but the photo will remain unmodified. 

 Note:  The best way to learn how to use the image editor is to practice.  The more you use it 
the easier it becomes to operate.   
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How to Run an Audit-Report:   

Audit-reporting provides a means to see all actions and changes made via the software.  The two types of audit 
reports account for any changes made in the software or by users’ access (login/outs).  The “asset and reports 
changes” track any changes made to the assets and inspection reports.  The “user access” tracks when each user 
accessed the system.  To run an audit report, follow the steps below. 

1.  Start by selecting the “Administrative” tab and select “Audit Reports”.  This will direct the user to a new page 
where he or she can build the audit report. 

2.   Choose which type of audit report to generate using the drop down, “Asset and Report Changes” or “User 
Access”.  Also, select the date range relevant to the report and choose the “Name of the Inspector”.  If you 
are running an asset and report changes report then you may want to enter the “Asset Name Contains” or 
“Changed Object Contains” to narrow the results.   

 Note:  These three categories are optional and do not need to be filled out to run the report.   

3.  When all the information is entered click the “Run Report” button.  The results will generate at the bottom of 
the page. 

 Here is a screenshot displaying this process: 
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Manage Email Alerts: 

The Manage Email Alerts page in SIMS allows users to upload and edit saved email notifications as well as create 
new notifications via the software.  The purpose of this feature is to set up reoccurring notifications to particular users 
on a set schedule (i.e. once a week at 10:00 PM).  You will choose which users receive the notification as well as the 
frequency and start time. Below is a screenshot of this feature. 

 
1.  To open/edit an existing alert click on the link labeled “load/edit”.  The information will generate to the right 

and you will be able to edit information or “disable”/”enable” the notification using the checkbox at the 
bottom.  Remember to click “Save”. 
 

2.  To create a new alert click on the button located above the existing alerts labeled “Create New Assets”.  Fill 
in the information accordingly.  Click “Save”. 
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How to Use the GIS Map: 

SIMS Collector has an interactive GIS mapping feature which allows users to locate any bridge in the entire system 
or look up groups of bridges with just a click of a button. 

1. Begin by clicking on the “GIS” tab on the Main page navigation bar.  Then, click on the “Main Map” option.  
This will open a new page where the user can use the filter to view assets in a particular district, county, city, 
or township on the interactive map. 
 

2. To view the bridges in a particular District, click inside the “Show Assets In” box and use the tree search to 
drill down to the correct District.  Click the “Show Assets” button to generate the interactive map.  This will 
return all bridges in that District; however, the user is able to narrow their search down further using the filter 
function and the checkboxes located underneath the search bar.  
 

3. To narrow the results start by selecting the textbox labeled “by”.  This will provide a list of criteria which you 
can use to limit the bridges returned.  Inside the last textbox type in the criteria to limit the search.  This will 
only return bridges on the map which meets the criteria entered.  Click “Show Assets” to generate the map 
when you are finished. 
 

 Note:  Entering criteria into the GIS is not a necessary step; however, there is a limit to the 
number of assets the GIS Map will return so in some instances you will have to narrow your 
search.   
 

 Here is a screenshot of the GIS search screen.  Suppose a user wanted to view only bridges 
located in District 3.  Use the drop down box to choose the parent asset (shown in screenshot) and 
click “Show Assets”.  The second screenshot is of the interactive map that was generated by the 
searching criteria entered. 
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4. Notice that every bridge in the County is marked with a red pin and the total number of bridges returned is 
given in the top left hand corner.  Users are able to zoom into and out of the map to get the best view using 
the scale on the left hand side of the page or by double clicking inside the map.  Users also have the ability 
to view the map in four distinct ways: map view, satellite view, hybrid view or terrain view.  When a user 
places their mouse over a single pin (bridge) and clicks, the bridge’s information will generate on the right 
hand side of the page.  This information section is broken down into two tabs.  The first tab automatically 
opens when a bridge is selected and it contains general information about the bridge as well as a link to the 
bridge’s detail page and also a button which will focus the map solely on that bridge.  The second tab is 
labeled “Street View” and allows the user to view the bridge as if they were driving across/under the bridge 
in a vehicle.  This “Street View” feature allows viewing from other streets as well, such as the ones that 
intersect and pass underneath the bridge.  Not all bridges will have street view enabled. 

 

 Screenshot of the same map above.  Its zoomed in and in hybridview to provide a different look. 
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5. A user is able to print the map.  To do so click on the “Print” link at the top of the page right above the 
different views.  This will generate a new page and will expand the picture.  Choose the correct printer then 
click print. 
 

6. When necessary the user is able to narrow the results even more by using the search bars at the top of the 
page.  Suppose a user needed a map of the county, but it will only display the bridges which intersect a 
“creek”.  To do so, click the drop down box for “by” and choose “Feature Intersected”.  Then, in the box next 
to it type the word “creek” and click on “Show Assets”.  Now the map will only show those assets in the 
county which meet the criteria.  
 

 Here is a screenshot only showing bridges in Blue Earth County which have “creek” in their name.  
Notice the count now displays 30, instead of the original 134.  Also, the map has been increased 
enough to see specific roads and creeks.  This will allow inspectors to pinpoint the exact location of 
any asset.  Again, the user can zoom the map closer to view every road and surrounding features 
more in-depth. 
 

 Note:  If a bridge coordinate is incorrect in the map (i.e. the pin is located to the left / right of 
the actual bridge), the user may correct the error in the GIS map as well.  The user can grab 
the pin and move it to the correct spot and drop it into place.  The software will prompt the 
user with an acknowledgement  warning.  If the user selects yes, the position change is 
accepted and the new GPS coordinates are changed and recorded throughout the software.  
THIS IS NOT AVAILABLE TO ALL USERS. 
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7. Overall the GIS map is a very effective and useful tool to locate any bridge.  The ability to view and print 

customized maps using searching criteria is a powerful feature which can serve many purposes.  Here is a 
screenshot of what happens when you click the “Zoom to Bridge” button on the bottom right hand corner.  It 
focuses the map directly over the bridge to give the user a clear look at the surroundings and exact location 
of the bridge.  Notice the “Street View” tab is opened on the right and shows unparallel views from all angles 
of the bridge. 
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Help and Technical Support - Contact Information:   

Multiple outlets are provided to reach us with technical difficulties or issues concerning the software. 
 To report software issues or to request additional technical support, please contact 

David Hedeen at 651-366-4528  or Jennifer Zink at 651-366-4573. 

SIMS Support e-mail: 
simshelp.dot@state.mn.us 

 
Frequently Asked Questions and Other SIMS Information: 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bridge/sims 
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